What is DNA engineering? Many biotechnologists design sequences in the hope of improving the performance of DNA in a cellular context, either to modify the level of gene expression or to optimize the nature of gene products; likewise, the antisense enterprise is often concerned with modifying the molecular features of natural DNA. However, our interest here lies in neither of these activities. For the purpose of this article, DNA engineering consists of selecting sequences of DNA molecules with conventional nucleotides, for the nanotechnological purpose of creating specific topologies, shapes and arrangements of secondary and tertiary structure.

We are all aware that the key to DNA’s biological role lies in the specificity of the base pairing that holds the two strands of the double helix together: adenine (A) pairs with thymine (T) and guanine (G) pairs with cytosine (C). The familiar double helix that results from these complementary interactions is a linear molecule, in the topological sense that its axis is not branched. However, by designing appropriate sequences, it is possible in synthetic systems to produce branched DNA molecules (Fig. 1a). This molecule is an analog of a biologically important branched DNA molecule: the Holliday junction, from which it is derived, is an intermediate in genetic recombination. However, the naturally occurring Holliday junction is usually formed between two duplex molecules with the same sequence. This sequence symmetry destabilizes the position of the branch point so that it is free to migrate. Selecting sequences that eliminate this symmetry leads to branched molecules, termed ‘junctions’, whose branch points are fixed (Fig. 1b). It is evident that the addition of ‘sticky’ ends to branched molecules produces components that can lead to association and ligation products more complex than would be obtained from linear DNA, including stick polyhedra, knots and catenanes, devices and networks (Fig. 1b). A DNA double helix is about 2 nm wide and its helical repeat is 10–10.6 bp, which produces a pitch of 3.4–3.6 nm. Thus, constructions made from DNA will have features on the nanometer scale.

Why would anyone wish to produce such target species? There are several practical ends to which we...
expect these molecules can be applied. First, spatially periodic networks are crystals. The ability to build stick-figure crystalline cages on the nanometer scale could be used to orient other molecules as ‘guests’ inside those cages, thereby rendering their structures amenable to diffraction analysis (Fig. 2a). Second, the same types of crystalline array could be used to position and orient components of molecular-electronic devices with nanometer-scale precision (Fig. 2b). Third, nanomechanical devices can lead to nanometer-scale robotics. Fourth, DNA nanotechnology can create motifs that are useful for DNA-based computation and the algorithmic assembly of materials.

Given goals of this nature, one must ask the reverse question: why use DNA to achieve them? First, DNA sticky ends provide the most predictable, diverse, reliable and programmable set of intermolecular interactions available. In contrast to other molecules on their size scale (e.g. proteins), it is very simple to program associations between specific molecules through complementarity. It is important to realize that sticky ends provide not only predictable affinity but also predictable local product structure: they associate to form B-DNA. The relative orientations of the associating molecules are known with greater precision than the associations of other systems used for crystal engineering.

Second, convenient automated phosphoramidite chemistry permits the assembly of arbitrary sequences containing more than a hundred nucleotides. The needs of the biotechnology industry have resulted in numerous modified phosphoramidites that can be used for special purposes. Third, DNA molecules can be manipulated by commercially available enzymes — they can be joined by DNA ligases, cleaved at specific sites by restriction enzymes, phosphorylated by kinases and have their topology altered by DNA topoisomerases. Cyclic targets can be readily purified from linear failure products by treatment with exonucleases. Fourth, DNA contains an externally readable code that ultimately may be used to position and orient scaffolded molecules.

Third, DNA is a stiff polymer. Electron micrographs of DNA have often led us to think of DNA as a spaghetti-like molecule. However, those pictures are of very long molecules, containing hundreds of persistence lengths (a measure of the contour length over which segments of a rod-like object are correlated). The persistence length of DNA is about 500 Å under conventional conditions and the lengths in which we are interested are only 70–100 Å long (two to three turns). For comparison, the persistence length of spaghetti is about 1.5 cm and so, if we were working with spaghetti, we would be thinking of lengths of only 2–3 mm, over which it does not bend very much.

Sequence selection

The branch points of Holliday junctions are flanked by two symmetrical sequences; eliminating this symmetry fixes the branch-point’s location. In addition, the design of junction sequences entails the elimination of sequence symmetry between contiguous nucleotide groups: sequences are divided into a series of overlapping 4–6 nucleotide elements, and repeated elements are forbidden during the sequence-selection process; likewise, the complements to all elements flanking branch points are also avoided. This simple approach aims to eliminate all possible alternative structures that the system could assume, it has proved to be remarkably successful in the design of DNA molecules containing branch points. A lot of effort is devoted to the sequence-selection process, because branched target molecules correspond to an excited state and care must be taken to ensure that the desired product obtained is the one that is sought.

Branch flexibility

The assembly of the quadrilateral product shown in Fig. 1b assumes not only that the sticky ends associate in a specific fashion but also that the junctions maintain fixed angles between their double-helical arms. Unfortunately, this assumption is not correct. Individual
junctions have flexible angles around their branch points\(^{12,13}\); we will see below that this problem can be solved by using multiple junctions as building blocks. However, control over the ligation products of single junctions is restricted to the topological level and, similarly, proof of synthesis is only topological and not geometrical. A series of junctions with a unique set of sticky ends can be joined to form discrete low-symmetry closed products but rigid subunits are necessary to form high-symmetry targets, such as periodic arrays.

**Nanoscale products from flexible junctions**

Flexible building blocks have been used to construct a variety of topological targets. The first of these (Fig. 3a) was a DNA molecule whose helix axes are connected like the edges of a cube or a rhombohedron\(^{14}\). Each edge contains two turns of double-helical DNA and, as a consequence of this design, each face corresponds to a cyclic single strand. Each of these strands is linked twice to each of its neighbors, resulting in a complex hexacatenane. The topology has been demonstrated by designing a unique restriction site in each edge and then digesting the product at those sites to yield the predicted subcatenanes\(^{14}\). A more complex DNA molecule with the connectivity of a truncated octahedron\(^{14}\) was built by a solid-support-based method\(^{15}\) (Fig. 3b). This contains 14 faces, six squares and eight hexagons. As with the cube, each edge contains two turns of DNA and so this molecule is a complex 14-catenane. The topology has been demonstrated by techniques similar to those used above.

The half turn of DNA corresponds to the fundamental unit of braiding topology: the node, or a crossing seen when a topological figure is projected in two dimensions\(^{17}\). This feature makes branched DNA a particularly useful component with which to build complex topological figures. This property has allowed the construction of a trefoil knot with negative nodes (Fig. 3c) from a three-armed branched junction with a single half turn in each arm\(^{18}\). By combining right-handed B-DNA with left-handed Z-DNA, a figure-of-eight knot has also been assembled\(^{19}\) (Fig. 3d). These latter knots have entailed the use of unusual DNA motifs but they have not been simple branches. An RNA knot built this way has been used to demonstrate that *Escherichia coli* DNA-topoisomerase III has an RNA-topoisomerase activity\(^{21}\).

Borromean rings are a set of linked circles that completely unlink upon the scission of any one of them. These latter knots have entailed the use of unusual DNA motifs but they have not been simple branches. An RNA knot built this way has been used to demonstrate that *Escherichia coli* DNA-topoisomerase III has an RNA-topoisomerase activity\(^{21}\). The use of a three-armed branched junction built from right-handed B-DNA and a three-armed branched junction built from left-handed Z-DNA allowed the production of three-ring Borromean rings\(^{22}\) (Fig. 3f). A single scission event can lead to the unlinking of all of the rings, in principle, this system can be extended to any number of rings.
Double-crossover (DX) molecules and arrays assembled from them. (a) Two antiparallel DX isomers, known as DAE and DAO. The symmetry axis of DAO is normal to the plane defined by the helix axes of the two antiparallel domains. Shown below these molecules is an array of the two components fitting together to tile a plane. The four crossover points are expected to be coplanar. Attaching sticky ends to the tips of the helical domains enables these components to self-assemble into periodic arrays. The product of one-dimensional assembly (Fig. 5d) is a railroad-track structure containing helices at alternating distances of two and four helical turns, and the branch points are separated by four turns; there is a single helical turn between each crossover point and the boundary of the molecule. Attaching sticky ends to the tips of the helical domains enables these components to self-assemble into periodic arrays. The product of one-dimensional assembly (Fig. 5d) is a railroad-track structure containing helices at alternating distances of two and four helical turns, and the branch points are separated by four turns; there is a single helical turn between each crossover point and the boundary of the molecule.

Periodic arrays from DNA parallelograms

The structure of the Holliday junction in solution,28,29 is shown in Fig. 5a,b. The four arms visible in Fig. 1a stack in two adjacent pairs (arms I and II stack together, as do arms III and IV) to form two helical domains. Fig. 5a is a view down the dyad axis relating these domains and Fig. 5b shows a view at right angles to this, showing that there is an angle of about 60° between the helices. Although the individual junction is flexible, it is possible to produce a structure with adequate rigidity by combining four of them into a parallelogram-like structure30 (Fig. 5c). This structure contains two parallel edges in one plane and the other pair of edges in a second plane about 2 nm behind it. Only the four crossover points are expected to be coplanar. The helical domains illustrated in Fig. 5c each contain six double-helical turns, and the branch points are separated by four turns; there is a single helical turn between each crossover point and the boundary of the molecule. Attaching sticky ends to the tips of the helical domains enables these components to self-assemble into periodic arrays. The product of one-dimensional assembly (Fig. 5d) is a railroad-track structure containing helices at alternating distances of two and four helical turns (termed a 4+2 motif). If all the helices contain complementary sticky ends on their opposite ends, the structure shown in Fig. 5c can self-assemble. This is a two-dimensional periodic array in which the 4+2 motif has been squared to produce cavities of dimension 4×4 and 2×2 helical turns, as well as two cavities 4×2 turns in size. Features corresponding to these spacings are prominent in AFM studies of this self-assembling array.30 It is
possible to 'tune' the sizes of the cavities; for example, we have made the product of a 4\texttimes{}1\texttimes{}2 motif and a 6\texttimes{}1\texttimes{}2 motif to produce an array whose parallelograms consist of 6\texttimes{}3\texttimes{}4, 6\texttimes{}3\texttimes{}2, 4\texttimes{}3\texttimes{}2 and 2\texttimes{}3\texttimes{}2 helical turns30.

A nanomechanical DNA device

The structures and arrays described above are all static. However, we want to produce a nanomechanical device. The minimal mechanical device is a molecule whose structure switches between two alternatives in response to an external signal. We have developed a two-state device predicated on the B–Z transition of DNA. Conventional DNA, known as B-DNA, is a right-handed molecule. However, there is another structure of DNA that is radically different from B-DNA, known as Z-DNA19. Z-DNA is a left-handed molecule, but it is not the mirror image of B-DNA because it is also composed of sugars in the D configuration (Fig. 6a).

Two conditions must be met to obtain the Z-DNA structure: first, a sequence (called a proto-Z sequence) that can be converted from B-DNA to Z-DNA; second, a solution environment that will promote the B–Z transition. The best known of the proto-Z sequences contains alternating C and G residues \([d(CdG)]_n\). High ionic strength and effectors such as Co(NH3)6Cl3 can promote the B–Z transition19. The sequence requirement allows us to limit the B–Z transition in space, and the environmental requirement permits us to limit it in time.

To produce a two-state mechanical device, the two states must also be structurally well-defined. Rigid components are needed for this, just as they are needed for periodic arrays. Consequently, the development of the device awaited the discovery that the DX molecule behaves as a rigid species. Once that was established23, it was possible to design the molecular device illustrated in Fig. 6b, consisting of two DAO molecules connected by 4.5 turns of double-helical DNA. This connecting helix contains 20 bp of proto-Z DNA. In the absence of Z-promoting conditions, this segment will be in the right-handed B-form and the two unconnected

Figure 5
Parallelogram-like molecular components and their assembly. (a) A view down the dyad axis of the solution structure of a Holliday junction; the dyad axis is indicated by the small green dot. The blue helical domain is rotated 30° about the vertical so that its right end penetrates the page, and the red helical domain is rotated 30° about the vertical so that its left end penetrates the page. The x and y axes of a right-handed coordinate system are shown for orientation. (b) A view with the dyad axis vertical, the molecule having been rotated 90° about the x axis, as indicated by the coordinate axes. The dyad axis is indicated by the double arrows. (c) Combining four junctions in the same orientation as (b) into a parallelogram-like motif. There are six turns of DNA in each helix and four turns between crossover points, leading to a one-turn overhang on each end. (d) One-dimensional self-assembly of the motif into a railroad track-like array. The blue 'ties' are separated by alternating distances of four turns and two turns. (e) Two-dimensional self-assembly produces a lattice-work of DNA. The array shows the two-dimensional self-assembly product of the motif; the long separations between helices contain four helical turns and the short separations two turns. The lattice-work array contains two separate layers: an upper layer oriented from lower left to upper right and a lower layer oriented from lower right to upper left.
domains of the DMO components will be on the same side of the connecting helix. However, in Z-promoting conditions, the B–Z transition will occur and the two helices will be on opposite sides of the connecting helix.

The B–Z transition is largely a rotary motion, and so atoms on the bottom of the DMO motif on the right of the molecule will be displaced by a distance of 20–60 Å, depending on their distance from the axis of the rotating helix. Although shown as a half-turn rotation, the angular difference between the two states is about 3.5 turns. It is possible to monitor the state of the molecule by means of fluorescence-resonance-energy transfer. Energy transfer between the two fluorescent groups is a function of the inverse sixth power of their separation. The two groups are designed to be closer together in B-DNA than in Z-DNA, and so the energy transfer is much higher when the device is in B-promoting conditions than when it is in Z-promoting conditions; a control molecule, lacking the proto-Z sequence, does not show this effect.

Prospects for structural DNA nanotechnology

The experimental results described above augur well for the use of DNA self-assembly to produce structural targets on the nanometer scale. The resolution of control in this system is about an order of magnitude above the atomic scale; however, this is the scale on which the cell builds its structural components and it is likely to be appropriate for biological goals. During the next decade, it is reasonable to expect that periodic systems will be extended to three dimensions and that they will be combined with nanomechanical devices. The development of DNA-based scaffolding systems for non-biological applications such as molecular electronics may require the incorporation of new backbone molecules into this system; these would include uncharged backbones and other modifications directed more closely towards those applications.

Two-dimensional periodic patterns can already be produced using this approach. Wang tiles (tiles that associate on the basis of directed associations between their edges) are capable of emulating a Turing machine and sets of them can produce specific aperiodic patterns whose arrangement is algorithmic rather than simply periodic. Winfree has made the exciting suggestion that branched DNA molecules can be treated as ‘Wang tiles’; if reduced to practice, this approach will have a major impact on both DNA-based computation and algorithmically designed scaffolded materials, whose properties we can only begin to imagine.
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Automation of functional assays by flow injection fluorescence microscopy

Louis D. Scampavia, Peter S. Hodder, Ilkka Lähdesmäki and Jaromír Ruzicka

Injection spectroscopy is a novel technique that uses immobilized eukaryotic cells on microbeads as a renewable biosensor for fluorescence microscopy. The use of a flow injection instrument allows fast functional assays that generate full kinetic characterization of a drug. Because the cell population is automatically replaced for each assay, variability is minimized, thus allowing greater accuracy.

First, poor microfluidic control of solutions in the flow chamber design can induce a shear-stress response from the cells, and poor control of environmental factors at the microscope stage can also distress the cell population. Prolonged exposure to intense radiation [e.g. ultraviolet (UV) or infrared (IR) light] or cytotoxic reagents during an assay can irreversibly damage both the fluorescent probe (e.g. photobleaching) and the cellular milieu. However, this condition is frequently not achieved and a hysteresis between the perceived dosing and the biological response occurs owing to diffusion-limited instead of kinetics-limited control of the reagent.

Second, biological interactions are inconsistent owing to physiological stress and changes in the viability and variability of the cellular material. Poor flow-chamber design can induce a shear-stress response from the cells, and poor control of environmental factors at the microscope stage can also distress the cell population. Prolonged exposure to intense radiation [e.g. ultraviolet (UV) or infrared (IR) light] or cytotoxic reagents during an assay can irreversibly damage both the fluorescent probe [e.g. photobleaching] and the biological materials or cells. In both instances, this will limit the number of measurements possible on any selected colony of cells, making sequential stimulations unreliable or complicating data interpretation.

Finally, current advances in fluorescence microscopy have concentrated on the development of improved instrumentation, imaging and computational processing. Unfortunately, the automation of cell and solution handling has yet to be adequately addressed and still